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TOP TAKEAWAYS

Executive Compensation Hot Topics

1. ISS Policy Changes for 2014 Proxy Season. ISS released its 2014 voting policy updates on November 21, 2013. The
only pay-related change related to ISS’s say on pay analysis. Previously, ISS based its voting recommendations
regarding “say on pay” proposals on, in part, a quantitative pay-for-performance screen that considered the “relative
degree of alignment” (“RDA”) between the company’s total shareholder return (“TSR”) ranking and the CEO’s total pay
ranking within a peer group, as measured over one-year and three-year periods. In its 2014 policy updates, ISS
eliminated the one-year period from the RDA test in favor of measuring the degree of alignment over a three-year
period only (or such shorter period for which data are available).

2. 2014 Proxy Season – Say on Pay “High Water” Mark. We expect there to be more companies holding management say
on pay votes in the 2014 proxy season than in any previous year. In addition to the companies that hold annual say on
pay votes, companies that elected triennial say on pay votes in 2011 will be holding their second say on pay votes in
2014. Further, smaller reporting companies recently became subject to mandatory say on pay vote requirements and
will be holding their first or second say on pay votes in 2014. As a result, those individuals at proxy advisory firms and
institutional investors charged with evaluating say on pay proposals are likely to be busier in 2014 than in prior years.
The practical effect of the large number of say on pay votes in 2014 is that companies that desire to communicate
directly with proxy advisory firms or significant shareholders about say on pay may find it harder than in previous years
to engage during proxy season. Companies that anticipate a need for such direct communication should consider
doing so earlier in the process than in previous years.

3. Failed Say on Pay Votes – Contributing Factors. Panelists observed some typical factors leading to high “no” votes in
management say on pay votes in past years. These factors included significant time-based equity awards, a lack of
rigorous performance goals, unjustified retention or discretionary bonuses, inappropriate benchmarking practices and
inappropriate peer groups. Another factor that increasingly has been contributing to poor say on pay vote outcomes is
the perception of a lack of outreach to shareholders, or a failure to make responsive changes, following a say on pay
vote that receives less than 70% support.

4. Measuring Performance in Pay for Performance. The objective of paying for performance is a common goal for
companies in setting compensation. The panelists observed that, although performance measures such as TSR are
becoming increasingly popular, the performance goals used by companies should be based on those companies’
individual circumstances, including their specific business plans, industries and growth stages. Panelists suggested
that companies using performance indicators that they consider to be their leading [growth?] indicators as incentive
compensation performance goals should test those indicators against TSR to determine the extent to which payouts
will match shareholders’ realization of value.

5. Measuring Pay in Pay-for-Performance. Of the three most widespread methods of measuring pay – total compensation
as defined by the rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission, realizable pay and realized pay – the panelists
observed that most companies use realized or realizable pay internally in setting compensation. Realized pay is
typically a one-year measurement that takes into account base salary, earned bonus and the intrinsic value of equity
awards actually earned during the year. Realizable pay may be a single or a multi-year measure that takes into
account base salary, bonus and the potential value of equity awards granted. Despite the widespread use of these two
pay metrics, there are variations in how the performance award values are calculated under each pay measurement,
which can make comparability between companies more difficult. There has been a growing trend among companies
to disclose at least one of these metrics in their proxy statements.
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6. Peer Group Potential Drawbacks. Panelists observed that, although use of peer groups to set compensation is
widespread, peer groups are not a silver bullet for setting compensation. For example, if nearly all companies target
pay at the median of their peer group, it can create a ratcheting effect as companies consistently increase pay to
move out of the lower half of their peer groups. Panelists also questioned an implicit assumption justifying the use of
peer groups – that companies are constantly at risk of losing their chief executive officers to other companies if they
are not paid competitively with respect to peer companies – and observed that individual executives may be more
concerned about other factors, such as internal pay equity and whether their pay increases over time, than how they
are being paid with respect to executives at peer companies.

7. Peer Group Selection. Panelists suggested some measures to manage the influence of peer groups. These measures
included the use of multiple peer groups, limiting the frequency of changes to peer groups, selecting large enough
peer groups so that corporate transactions and bankruptcies among the peer group companies do not undermine the
cohesion of the peer group as a whole and choosing peer group companies based in part on the performance metrics
that they use (as well as other factors, such as size and industry). Panelists also recommended that companies verify
the appropriateness of peer groups by determining how many of the peer group members also list the company as a
peer.

8. Use of Peer Group Data. Panelists observed that, in using peer group data to set compensation, consideration should
also be given to the individual circumstances of executives. For example, the importance to a company of retaining
individual executives will be in part a reflection of the organization’s need for the executive’s particular skill set, talent,
knowledge, and that need will in turn be a reflection of the organization’s strategy. Companies should be prepared to
pay a premium above the peer group data for executives with skill sets that are particularly crucial to the company’s
strategy.

9. Pay Litigation. The panel noted the trends in and, more recently, away from shareholder litigation based on say on pay
and equity plan proposals. However, panelists observed that there continues to be a risk of litigation to companies
who approve severance arrangements that appear excessive. One recommendation for reducing say on pay litigation
risk is to ensure that proxy statement disclosure concerning compensation committee decisions on compensation
closely follows the minutes of the committee and the materials that the committee reviewed.

10. Proposed SEC Rules on CEO Pay Ratio Disclosure. The SEC proposed rules requiring issuers to disclose in their proxy
statements a “pay ratio,” consisting of the median of the annual total compensation of all employees of the issuer,
except the CEO; the annual total compensation of the CEO; and the ratio of those two amounts. Under the proposed
SEC rules, for purposes of identifying the median employee, the employee pool would include all employees of the
registrant and its subsidiaries on the last day of the most recently completed fiscal year, and all domestic and foreign
full-time, part-time, seasonal or temporary workers employed on that day. Companies would be permitted to use their
entire employee population or statistical sampling. Although final rules are not expected to be effective until annual
meetings in 2016, companies were encouraged to begin evaluating the time and cost that would be associated with
preparing the required disclosure and to consider providing comments on the proposed rules the SEC before the
deadline for comments of December 2, 2013.
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